Abstract-The detailed analysis of localized elongated photonic nanojets generated by a graded-index microellipsoid is reported. Using high resolution finite-difference time-domain simulation, we have studied the distribution of the electric energy density within and in the vicinity outside a dielectric core-shell microellipsoid. Here we consider dielectric composite microellipsoid consisting of a core and several concentric shells having different types of index grading. It becomes possible to elongate the nanojet abnormally. The latitudinal and longitudinal sizes of a nanojet and its peak intensity depending on the optical contrast variation of shells are numerically investigated. The results may provide a new ultra-microscopy technique for optical detection of natural or artificially introduced nanostructures deeply embedded within biological cells.
INTRODUCTION
The light scattering from small particles is well described by Mie theory [1] . Mie theory solves Maxwell's equations with a quasianalytical solution rigorously. In recent years, interest in the spatial distribution of electromagnetic intensity both within and in the near field regions external to microspheres has been growing [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The photonic nanojets are obtained on the shadow side of a dielectric microsphere under plane wave illumination. The most concern of nanojets is that they have a subwavelength beam waist and propagate over several wavelengths with little divergence. The conventional focusing by an objective lens gives diffraction limited optical spots. Subwavelength optical resolution has become necessary for nanoscale applications. Hence, the direct applications of photonic nanojets for sensing, metrology, Raman spectroscopy [10] , two-photon fluorescence enhancement [11] , optical trapping [12] , and white-light nanoscope [13] have been discussed.
The key parameters of photonic nanojet formed in the vicinity of homogeneous dielectric microspheres and microcylinders under exposure of optical radiation are studied theoretically and experimentally [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . These studies have shown that the shape and intensity of nanojet depend significantly on the size and optical properties of a generating microsphere. When photonic nanojet is produced by a composite radially inhomogeneous sphere consisting of several concentric shells with different refractive indices, the characteristics of photonic nanojet can be changed significantly. It becomes possible to elongate the nanojet abnormally. Kong et al. investigated the photonic nanojet from 2 µm and 5 µm dielectric spheres consisting of 5 and even more concentric layers illuminated by an optical radiation [14] [15] [16] . The refractive index of layers varied from optical denser core to the less-dense outer shell. The radially gradual variation of refractive index under certain conditions allowed the photonic nanojet to be elongated up to about 9λ, where λ is the wavelength of incident lightwave. However, the cost for this elongation is the nanojet widening in the transverse dimension and the decrease of its peak intensity. Recently, the super-enhancement of photonic nanojets generated at the shadow side surfaces of coreshell microcylinders illuminated by a plane wave is presented by the author [17] . The intensity enhancement of photonic nanojet depends strongly on the thickness of metal shell. Therefore, it would be critical to reduce the size dependence to improve the detection sensitivity in far field optical systems.
In this paper, we theoretically demonstrate the ultra-elongation of photonic nanojets generated at the shadow side surfaces of a gradedindex microellipsoid illuminated by a plane wave. The sizes of these microellipsoids are comparable with the incident wavelength, which rules out geometric optics. We therefore use the finite-difference timedomain (FDTD) method for the core-shell microellipsoid to perform the numerical simulation involved in this study. The distributions of the electric energy density within and in the vicinity outside graded-index microellipsoid are computed. Here we consider dielectric composite microellipsoid consisting of a core and several concentric shells having different types of index grading. It becomes possible to elongate the nanojet abnormally. The latitudinal and longitudinal sizes of a nanojet and its peak intensity depending on the optical contrast variation of shells are numerically investigated. The results may provide a new ultra-microscopy technique for optical detection of natural or artificially introduced nanostructures deeply embedded within biological cells. Details of the calculations and discussion of the results will be presented in the remainder of the paper.
NUMERICAL METHOD
The Lorenz-Mie theory is widely used to calculate the spatial distribution of optical fields in the vicinity of a dielectric sphere exposed to optical illumination [18] . In this theory, the total optical field is separated conditionally into the incident, internal, and scattered fields with respect to the sphere. However, the focusing properties of a photonic nanojet are affected by other factors that Mie theory does not take into account. The FDTD method [19] is a powerful, accurate numerical method that permits computer-aided design and simulation of photonic nanojets by microspheres. Recently, we have conducted high resolution FDTD simulations on electro-optical resonant switching in side-coupled waveguide-cavity photonic crystal systems [20] . By using high resolution three-dimensional (3-D) FDTD technique to solve Maxwell's equations, we study the internal and near external field distributions of plane wave illuminated dielectric microellipsoids. In 3-D simulations, the computational domain is a cubic box. Here, ∆x, ∆y, and ∆z are the lattice space increments in the x, y, and z coordinate directions, respectively. We used centered finite difference expressions for the space and time derivatives that are both calculated and second-order accurate in the space and time increments. During the process of simulation, a 3-D region of 9 µm × 4 µm × 4 µm is discretized with uniform mesh. The perfectly matched layer (PML) absorbing boundary condition [21] is used to our FDTD simulations to terminate efficiently the outer boundary of the computational region. A source of the field is set a plane monochromatic wave with unit intensity generated at left boundary of the computational domain. After the convergence check performed by the decrease of the mesh size, the mesh size is set to be 10 nm with PML, which can ensure enough accuracy and high calculation speed. The sampling in time is selected to ensure numerical stability of the algorithm. In an explicit scheme such as the FDTD, the time step ∆t in the calculation is restricted by the spatial discretization. The time step is determined by the Courant limit:
where c is the speed of the lightwave in medium. Using discrete time and lattices according to Yee algorithm, we can obtain light propagation depending on time. The electromagnetic fields propagated by the FDTD algorithm are the time domain fields. At each location of the computational domain, they have a form similar to that given in Eq. (2):
where A is the amplitude of the field at particular location, W the lightwave profile, and φ i the corresponding phase. However, the values of A and φ i are not accessible from the time domain fields. In order to get the full amplitude and phase information of lightwave, we need the stationary complex fields that correspond to the waveform in Eq. (2). The complex electromagnetic fields are the source of all useful information, such as transmitted and reflected powers, overlap integrals with modal fields. The complex fields are calculated by a real time Fourier transform performed in the last time period of the simulation. The Final complex fields can be visualized at specific planes located properly in the computational domain. The validation of the FDTD computational program has been reported by comparing with the exact solution for the light scattering of the small particles [22] . A more detailed treatment of the FDTD method is given in [19] [20] [21] .
MODEL OF THE GRADED-INDEX MICROELLIPSOID
Several papers have been reported for the spatial distributions of the internal and near external electromagnetic fields of plane wave illuminated dielectric microspheres [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . These simulations have shown that high intensity photonic nanojets can exist in both the internal and near external fields along the incident axis. The location and the intensity of these near field nanojets depend on the shape of microsphere and refractive index contrast between the microsphere and its surrounding medium. The photonic nanojet of a multilayer microellipsoid can roughly be described with several parameters displayed in Fig. 1 . We consider a micrometer size dielectric elliptical particle consisting of a core with radii a 0 and b 0 and several concentric shells of equal thickness with radii a m and b m (m = 0 to N ). Every layer with a number m is optically homogeneous and is characterized by the refractive index n m . The microellipsoid is surrounded by air medium (n s = 1) and is irradiated by a plane monochromatic lightwave with wavelength λ. The wave propagates along the x-axis and is polarized along y-axis. The effective length, maximum intensity, and full-width half-maximum of the photonic nanojet are L, I, and FWHM, respectively. The length of the nanojet can be increased to several micrometers by radially grading the refractive index of the generating microellipsoid. To define the refractive index variation from layer to layer, we introduce the refractive index contrast of the graded-index microellipsoid as
where g is the index grading type parameter. The g > 0 in Eq. (3) specifies the type of refractive index grading starting from the optically densest core and finishing in the outermost shell which has the lowest refractive index. Depending on the g value, it defines linear, concave or convex of index grading. From Eq. (3), the refractive index contrast C m between neighboring layers is given by the following formula: Figure 2 shows the linear (g = 1), concave (g = 0.2), and convex (g = 2) types of refractive index grading at N = 4. The refractive index has a maximum value of 1.5 at the core, and decreases in the radial direction to a minimum value of 1.1 at the outer shell. This choice of n 0 and n N values is partly caused by actual possibilities of the modern coating technology of micro-objects with thin shell having variable refractive indices [23] [24] [25] . The controlled synthesis of materials with refractive indices in the range 1.05 to 1.9 has been reported by varying the composition and porosity of silica glass. In the present work, we consider refractive index grading realized with 4 distinct concentric shells.
ELONGATED PHOTONIC NANOJET
Several papers show how the length of the photonic nanojet can be increased to several microns by radially grading index of the generating microsphere [14] [15] [16] . In conducting the FDTD modeling studies used in this paper, it is found that an even longer and more powerful nanojet could be produced using an alternative radial grading. To study the characteristics of nanojet, it is necessary primarily to define its spatial width and length. The longitudinal profile is obtained as a section of the two-dimensional intensity distribution by the straight line located at y = 0, while the transverse profile is obtained as a section by straight line parallel to the y axis and passing through the point of the absolute maximum intensity of nanojet. Fig. 3 shows the normalized intensity distribution of photonic nanojet for dielectric microspheres and microellipsoids along propagation axis (x axis). The all intensities for core-shell microellipsoid are normalized to the intensity for the dielectric microsphere.
The radius of microsphere is 1 µm. The microellipsoid has a major axis of 1.5 µm and a minor axis of 0.8165 µm. The two particles have the same volume. The core-shell microellipsoid has a core and 4 concentric shells with different grading index types. The incident wavelength is 532 nm. The core-shell microellipsoid with a smooth gradual drop of the optical contrast between shells (g = 0.2) demonstrate longest and low-intensity nanojet with the extent of about 11λ. When the optical contrast between shells increases toward the particle periphery (g = 2), the nanojet is barely visible and only a . Normalized intensity distribution of photonic nanojet for dielectric microspheres and microellipsoids along transversal axis (y axis). The particle designations are the same as in Fig. 3. ball-like field bunch is formed near the shadow surface. The intensity in this nanojet is several times higher than the maximum nanojet intensity in the spherical case. The nanojet configuration from a particle with the constant interlayer optical contrast (g = 1) combines both cases considered above. We can see a high intensity nanojet near the rear hemisphere and a rather long tail. Fig. 4 shows the normalized intensity distribution of photonic nanojet for dielectric microspheres and microellipsoids along transversal axis (y axis). It is important that we have smallest transverse width of nanojet among all considered situations, which does not exceed the incident wavelength.
In order to characterize quantitatively the photonic nanojet, we introduce three parameters: effective length L, peak intensity I, and full-width half-maximum (FWHM) calculated from the intensity distribution of nanojet. The dependence of these parameters on index grading type parameter g is shown in the series of Fig. 5 to Fig. 7 . The nanojet formed in the vicinity of the shadow ellipsoids surface having a decreasing optical contrast (g < 1) between shells has the longer effective length, but its peak intensity is low and the FWHM is wide. In core-shell ellipsoids with the optical contrast increasing from the center to the periphery (g > 1), the intensity of nanojet is maximal for ellipsoids with the nearly linear variation of the refractive index. In this range of g, the FWHM of nanojet has the subdiffraction size. The effective length L decreases as index grading type parameter g increases. The peak intensity increases as index grading type parameter g increases, and its FWHM to the contrary decreases. Combining basic parameters of nanojet, we propose to characterize the Normalized peak intensity as a function of the index grading type parameter for coreshell microellipsoid. Full-width halfmaximum of nanojet as a function of the index grading type parameter for core-shell microellipsoid. photonic nanojet by a quality criterion Q as:
This quality criterion accounts for the utility value of nanojet to the solution of practical problems. When the quality criterion Q is high, the peak intensity of nanojet is high, its FWHM is small, and the effective length is long. Fig. 8 shows the normalized quality criterion of nanojet as a function of the index grading type parameter for core-shell microellipsoid. It turned out that Q possesses the highest value at g = 1.4. This morphological type of core-shell ellipsoids optimally combines the high spatial localization of the nanojet with sufficiently high intensity. Fig. 9 shows the normalized electric field intensity distribution of a core-shell microellipsoid at different index grading type parameters. A plane wave at an initial wavelength of 532 nm is incident from the left and impinges on the microellipsoid. Depending on the structural type of ellipsoid, we observe that not only the nanojet dimensions and intensity change but the separation of the nanojet from the ellipsoid surface changes also. At low g, the nanojet is formed rather far from the shadow hemisphere, and an increase in g the coordinate of the intensity maximum approaches the ellipsoid rim. At g > 1, the nanojet adhered to the outer shell of the ellipsoid and emerges from it in the form of the exponentially decaying trail. In addition, the longitudinal distribution of nanojet becomes more complex. It can be seen from Fig. 9 that a secondary peak appears in the radial direction at a distance of about 1 µm from the principal intensity. This separated light bubble is less intense and its length is smaller than that of the primary nanojet. The optimal balance between the key parameters of nanojet is realized in core-shell ellipsoid with refractive index grading. The incident wavelength of 532 nm is chosen as an example. The photonic nanojet for core-shell ellipsoid is scalable in respect of the incident wavelength.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have analyzed numerically the ultra-elongation of photonic nanojets generated at the shadow side surfaces of a gradedindex microellipsoid illuminated by a plane wave. Using high resolution FDTD simulation, we have considered the basic characteristics (effective length, peak intensity, and FWHM) of nanojets formed in the vicinity of dielectric core-shell ellipsoids with different types of index grading. It is possible to elongate the nanojet abnormally. The latitudinal and longitudinal sizes of a nanojet and its peak intensity depending on the optical contrast variation of shells are numerically investigated. Through the variation of the index grading of shells we can gain control of the nanojet parameters. This mechanism could be an important tool in the fields of nanotechnology and nanobiotechnology. The ultimate phase will test the ability of nanojets to detect nanometer scale features within inhomogeneous objects.
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